US TAG Procedures
List of Changes

1. Cover page updated to reflect this revision.

2. Table of Contents updated

3. Page i, Introduction, first paragraph updated to note Council approval is required for approval of new TAG.

4. In para. 1 new sentence added

5. In para. 3, several revision. Item 2 revised. New item 5 added with footnote. New item 9 added. These came from ANSI.

6. In para. 4 added to generic TAG Procedures (so will not be red text anymore).

7. In para. 5.1, first paragraph last sentence, second paragraph and first sentence of third paragraph added to generic TAG Procedures (so will not be red text anymore).

8. In para. 5.1, third paragraph revised to be specific which ASME policies a member shall comply to.

9. In para. 5.6, to the list of category of interest add Owner which was missing from the list.

10. In para. 5.7 last sentence added to generic TAG Procedures (so will not be red text anymore).

11. In para. 7.3 item 3 deleted. From ANSI.

12. Para. 8 editorial change.

13. Para 11 delete reference to Committee Correspondence letterhead. No longer used.


15. APPENDIX B, several charters updated

16. APPENDIX C editorially revised